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In the RaaS cloud, virtual machines trade
in fine-grain resources on the fly.
BY ORNA AGMON BEN-YEHUDA, MULI BEN-YEHUDA,
ASSAF SCHUSTER, AND DAN TSAFRIR

The Rise
of RaaS:
The Resourceas-a-Service
Cloud
taking the computer world
by storm. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) clouds
(such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, and EC2)
allow anyone with a credit card to tap into a seemingly
unlimited fountain of computing resources by renting
virtual machines for several cents or dollars per hour.
Forrester Research30 predicted the cloud computing
market could top $241 billion in 2020, compared to
$40.7 billion in 2010, a sixfold increase. What will the
2020 clouds look like? Given the pace of innovation
in cloud computing and other utilities (such as smart
grids and wireless spectra), substantial shifts are
bound to occur in the way providers design, operate,
and sell cloud computing resources and how clients
purchase and use them.

CLOUD COMPUTING IS
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IaaS cloud providers sell fixed bundles of CPU, memory, and I/O resources packaged as server-equivalent virtual machines called guest machines. We
foresee providers will continuously update the price and quantity of the individual resources in time granularity as
fine as seconds and the software stack
within the virtual machines will evolve
accordingly to operate in this dynamic
environment. We call this new model
of cloud computing the Resource-asa-Service (RaaS) cloud. In it, providergoverned economic mechanisms will
control clients’ access to resources.
Clients will thus deploy economic software agents that will continuously buy
and sell computing resources in accordance with the provider’s current supplies and other clients’ demands.
IaaS Trends
We identify four existing trends in the
operation of IaaS cloud computing
platforms that underlie the transition
we foresee: the shrinking duration of
rental, billing, and pricing periods; the
constantly decreasing granularity of resources offered for sale; the increasingly market-driven pricing of resources;
and the provisioning of useful service
level agreements (SLAs).
Duration of rent and pricing. Before cloud computing emerged over
the past decade, the useful lifetime of
a purchased server was several years.
With the advent of Web hosting, clients could rent a server on a monthly
basis. With the introduction of on-demand EC2 instances in 2006, Amazon
radically changed the time granularity
of server rental, making it possible for
its clients to rent a “server equivalent”
for as short a period as one hour. This
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move was good for the provider—Amazon—because, by incentivizing clients
to shut down unneeded instances, the
hardware was time-shared better. It
also benefited clients, who no longer
had to pay for wall-clock time they did
not use but only for instance time they
did use.
Renting server-equivalents for evershorter periods is driven by economic

forces that keep pushing clients to improve efficiency and minimize waste:
if a partial instance-hour is billed as
a full hour, a client might waste up to
one hour over the lifetime of every virtual machine (a per-machine penalty).
If a partial instance-second were billed
as a full second, then the client would
waste only up to one second over the
lifetime of each virtual machine. Short-

er periods of rent and shorter billing
units reduce client overhead, opening the cloud for business for shorter
workloads. Low overhead encourages
horizontal elasticity—changing the
number of concurrent virtual machines—and draws clients that require
this functionality to the cloud.
The trend toward shorter times is
also gaining ground with regard to
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pricing periods. Amazon spot-instances, announced in 2009, may be repriced as often as every five minutes,1
although Amazon bills by the price at
the beginning of the hour. CloudSigma, an IaaS cloud provider launched
in 2010, reprices its resources exactly
every five minutes;a see the sidebar
“For More on RaaS.”
Newer providers charge by even
finer time granularity; for example,
Gridspotb and ProfitBricks,c both
launched in 2012, charge by three-minute and one-minute chunks, respectively. Meanwhile, Google modified
its pricing policies; as of June 2011,
Google App Engine bills instances by
the minute, with a minimum charge of
15 minutes,d and as of May 2013 Google
Compute Engine charges by the minute, with a minimum of 10 minutes,
instead of by the hour.e
We draw an analogy between cloud
providers and phone companies that
have progressed from billing landlines per several minutes to billing
cellphones by the minute and then,
due to client pressure or court order,
to billing per several seconds and
even per second. Likewise, car rental
(by the day) is also giving way to car
sharing (by the hour), and the U.S.
President’s Council of Advisors on
Science and Technology recommends
that wireless spectrum sharing have a
shorter period base.18
We expect this trend of shortening
times to continue, so, eventually, cloud
providers will reprice computing resources every few seconds and charge
for them by the second. Providers
might compensate themselves for overhead by charging a minimal amount or
using progressive prices (higher unit
prices for shorter rental times). Such
durations are consistent with peak demand that can change over seconds
when a site is “slashdotted” (linked
from a high-profile website).f
Resource granularity. In most IaaS
clouds, clients rent a fixed bundle of
compute, memory, and I/O resources.
Amazon and Rackspaceg call these
bundles “instance types”; GoGridh
calls them “server sizes”; and Google
Compute Enginei calls them “machine types.” Selling resources this
way gives clients a familiar abstraction of a server equivalent. However,
this abstraction is starting to unravel,
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and in its place are the beginnings
of a new trend toward finer resource
granularity. In August 2012,j Amazon
began allowing clients to dynamically
change available I/O resources for
already-running instances.k Google
App Engine charges for I/O operations
by the million and offers progressive
network prices rounded down to small
base units before charging (such as 1B,
one email message, and one instancehour).l CloudSigma (2010), Gridspot
(2012), and ProfitBricks (2012) offer
their clients the ability to compose a
flexible bundle from varying amounts
of resources, similar to building a custom-made server from different combinations of resources (such as CPUs,
memory, and I/O devices).
Renting a fixed combination of
cloud resources does not reflect the
interests of clients. First, as server size
is likely to continue to increase (hundreds of cores and hundreds of gigabytes of memory per server in the next
few years), an entire server equivalent
may be too large for some customer
needs. Second, selling a fixed combination of resources is only efficient when
the load customers need to handle is
both known in advance and constant.
As neither condition is likely, the ability to dynamically mix and match different amounts of compute, memory,
and I/O resources benefits clients.
We expect this trend toward increasingly finer resource granularity to continue, so all major resources—compute, memory, and I/O—will be rented
and charged for in dynamically changing amounts, not in fixed bundles;
clients will buy seed virtual machines
with some initial amount of resources,
supplementing them with additional
resources as needed.
Following these trends, we extrapolate that resources in the near future
will be rented separately with fine resource granularity for short periods.
As rental periods grow shorter, we expect efficient clients to automate the
process by deploying an economic
software agent to make decisions in accordance with the current prices of the
resources, the changing load the machine should handle, and the client’s
subjective valuation of the different resources at different times. Such agents
are also considered a necessary development in smart grids29 and in wireless
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spectrum40 resource allocation. Two
elements are likely to ease adoption of
economic agents: client size, whereby
larger clients are more likely to invest in systematic ways to save money,
which accumulates for them to large
amounts, and availability of off-theshelf and customizable agents (such as
open source ones).
Market-driven resource pricing. Virtualization and machine consolidation
are beneficial when at least some resources are shared (such as heat sink,
bus, and last-level cache) and others are
time-shared (such as when a fraction of
a CPU is rented or physical memory is
overcommitted). However, the performance of a given virtual machine can
vary wildly over time due to interference
and bottlenecks caused by other virtual
machines that share resources whose
use is not measured and allocated;15,24,34
for example, Google App Engine’s preliminary model—charging for CPU
time only and not for memory—made
the scaling of applications that use a lot
of memory and little CPU time “costprohibitive to Google,”m because consolidation of such applications was hindered by memory bottlenecks. In 2011,
Google App Engine was thus driven to
charge for memory (by introducing
memory-varied bundles). As a result,
memory became a measured and allocated resource.
Moreover, interference and bottlenecks depend on the activity of all the
virtual machines in the system and
are not easily quantified in a live environment in which guests can monitor
only their own activity. Even after the
guest machine benchmarks its performance as a function of the resource
bundle it rented, neighbors sharing
the same resources might still cause
performance to vary.34 There is thus
a discrepancy between what providers provide and what clients actually
prefer; in practice, what clients care
about is the subjective performance of
their virtual machines.
To bridge this gap, researchers
have proposed selling guest performance instead of consumed resources.5,17,24,26 This approach is applicable
only where performance is well defined and client applications are fully
visible to the provider, as in Softwareas-a-Service and Platform-as-a-Service
clouds, or the client virtual machines
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fully cooperate with the provider, as
can happen in private IaaS clouds.
However, IaaS cloud providers and
clients are separate economic entities and do not in general trust one
another or cooperate without good
reason. Guaranteeing client performance levels is thus not applicable
to a public IaaS cloud where allocated resources affect the performance
of different applications differently,
the very definition of performance is
subjective, client virtual machines are
opaque, and the provider cannot rely
on clients to tell the truth with regard
to their desired and achieved performance. If the provider guarantees a
certain performance level, it is in the
client’s interest to claim the performance is still too low to motivate the
provider to add resources.
Public clouds will have to forsake
charging users a predefined sum for
resource bundles of unknown performance. For high-paying clients,
providers can raise prices and forgo
overcommitting resources. For lowpaying clients, a cheap or free tier of
unknown performance can be offered.
However, for mid-range clients, providers will have to follow one of two possible routes to address the problem of
unpredictable resource availability:
precisely measure all system resources
to quantify the real use each virtual machine makes of them and then charge
the clients precisely for the resources
they consumed; or switch to a marketdriven model.
A market-driven model is based on
how clients value the few monitored
resources. It does not necessitate precise measurement of resource use on
the part of the provider; only the final
outcome matters—the client’s subjective valuation of the performance.
Clients, in turn, will have to develop
their own model to determine the
value of a smaller number of monitored resources. Such a model should
implicitly factor in virtual-machine
interference over non-monitored resources; for example, clients might
use a learning algorithm that produces a time-local model of the connection between monitored resources
and client performance. Though highly expressive, the client’s model need
not be complicated; it is enough that
the client can adjust the model to the

More on RaaS
To delve further into the trends behind our vision of the RaaS cloud, see:
a http://www.cloudsigma.com
b http://gridspot.com
c http://www.profitbricks.com
d https://developers.google.com/appengine/kb/billing#time_granularity_instance_
pricing
e https://cloud.google.com/pricing/compute-engine
f “50% of the time the site is down in seconds, even when we’ve contacted site owners
and they’ve told us everything will be fine. It’s often an unprecedented amount of traffic, and they don’t have the required capacity.” Stephen Fry, actor and widely followed
Twitter user, London, U.K.; http://tinyurl.com/StephenFrySeconds
g http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/public/servers/techdetails/
h http://www.gogrid.com
i https://cloud.google.com/pricing/compute-engine
j http://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/newsletters/2012/08/14/august-2012/
k http://aws.amazon.com/ebs/
l https://developers.google.com/appengine/kb/billing
m Greg D’Alesandre, Google App Engine; http://tinyurl.com/D-Alesandre
n https://www.dotcloud.com/pricing.html
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p http://tinyurl.com/cloud-price-war
q http://openstack.org
r 
James Hamilton, Amazon Web Services, slide: “Amazon Cycle of Innovation”; http://
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s http://spotcloud.com
t http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/reserved-instances/marketplace/
u http://www.cloudsigma.com/cloud-computing/what-is-the-cloud/171
v http://www.cloudsigma.com/about-us/press-releases/242
w http://tinyurl.com/6fusion-CME
x http://docs.dotcloud.com/0.9/faq/
y http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/reserved-instances/marketplace/

required accuracy level. The minimal
client model can thus be as simple as
a specific sum for a specific amount of
resources; below these requirements,
the client will not pay at all, and above
them, the client will not pay more. The
client’s willingness to pay affects prices and resource allocation. Unlike previously proposed models,5,17,24,26 this
economic model can accommodate
real-world, selfish, rational clients.
Tiered service. Tiered service,25 in
which different clients get different
levels of service, is found in certain
scientific grids. Jobs of low-priority
clients may be preempted (aborted
or suspended) by jobs of high-priority
clients. Although a decade ago clouds
did not offer such prioritized service but supplied service at only one
fixed
level—on-demand—Amazon
has since introduced various priority levels within EC2. Higher priority
levels are accorded to reserved (introduced March 2009) and on-demand
instances. Spot instances (introduced
December 2009) provide a continuum
of lower service levels, since Amazon
prioritizes spot instances according to

the price bid by each client. Gridspot
(2012) operates in a similar way. As
in grids, these priorities are relative,
so it is difficult to explicitly define
their meaning in terms of absolute
availability; for example, availability
of on-demand instances depends on
demand for reserved instances. The
PaaS provider Docker (announced in
2010 as dotCloud)n and Google App
Engineo also offer different SLA levels
at different fee levels.
Providers that prioritize clients
can provide high-priority clients with
elasticity and availability at the expense of lower-priority clients while
simultaneously renting out currently
spare resources to low-priority clients when high-priority clients do not
need them. Likewise, different priorities allow budget-constrained cloud
clients inexpensive access to computing resources with poorer availability
assurances. Mixing high-priority and
low-priority clients will allow providers to simultaneously achieve high
resource utilization and maintain
adequate spare capacity for handling
sudden loads.
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Extrapolating from the progression
of SLA terms we see, clients in the RaaS
cloud will be able to define their own
priority level, choosing from a relatively priced continuum. Moreover, if
prices are market-driven, and priority levels reflect clients’ willingness to
pay, then we expect clients to be able
to change their desired priority levels
as often as prices change.
It is possible to extend the prevalent SLA language—“unavailability of
a minimal period X, which is at least
a fraction Y of a service period Z”—to
express different absolute levels by
controlling the parameters X, Y, and Z.5
However, we extrapolate that as more
cloud providers adopt flexible SLAs,
they will continue the existing trend of
relative priorities and not venture into
extending absolute SLA language to
several tiers.
Economic Dynamics
We have considered several ongoing
trends, trying to anticipate where they
will take the market next. We now survey the economic forces operating on
clients and providers, along with their
implications. These forces caused the
phenomena discussed earlier and will
continue pushing today’s IaaS clouds
along until, inevitably, they undergo
a paradigm shift that is likely to turn
them into RaaS clouds.
Forces acting on clients. As clients purchase more cloud services,
their cloud bill increases. When bills
are large, clients seek systematic savings. The best way to do so is by paying
only for the resources they need, only
when they need them. When clients

are able to adjust the resources they
rent to match the resources they use,
their effective utilization rises, and
the cost per utilized resource drops,
potentially by 50%–85%, depending on
resource utilization.7 The more flexible the provider offerings, the greater
control clients have over their costs
and resulting performance. As providers offer increasingly fine-grain resources and service levels, clients are
incentivized to develop or adopt resource-provisioning methods. As time
scales shorten, manual provisioning
methods become tedious, increasing
clients’ incentive to rely on computerized provisioning agents38 to act on
their behalf.
Forces acting on providers. Competition among IaaS cloud providers
is increasing, as indicated by recent
cloud price reductions. During the
early years—2006–2011—Amazon reduced its prices as it announced new
instance types, but by only 15%, while
Amazon’s hardware costs dropped by
80%.35 However, the timing of price
cuts in 2012 by three major cloud providers was correlated (see the figure
here), a phenomenon called a “cloud
price war.”p
Competition is driven in part by
commoditization of cloud-computing
platforms. Commoditization eases application porting between providers; an
example is the open source OpenStack,q
the foundation of both Rackspace’s
and Hewlett-Packard’s public clouds.
OpenStack also offers Amazon EC2/S3compatible APIs. As changing providers becomes easier, and as hungry new
providers enter the market, competi-
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tion increases and providers are forced
to lower their prices.
Implications of increased competition. As competition increases and
prices decrease, providers attempt to
cut their costsr in an effort to maintain
their profit margins. At any moment,
given the available revenue-creating
client workload, providers seek to
minimize their costs (especially power
costs) by idling or halting some machines or components12 by consolidating instances to as few physical machines as reasonably possible. When
resources are overcommitted due to
consolidation and clients suddenly
wish to use more resources than are
physically available on the machine,
the result is resource pressure.
The move toward tiered service and
fine rental granularity is driven in part
by the need to reduce costs and accompanying resource pressure. When
clients change their resource consumption on the fly, providers continuing to guarantee absolute QoS levels
must reserve a conservative amount of
headroom for each resource on each
physical server. Such spare resources
are required just in case all clients simultaneously require all the resources
promised them. Clients changing their
resource consumption on the fly do not
pay for this headroom unless and until
they need it, so making it available all
the time is wasteful.
Under the fixed-bundles model, if
the host (hypervisor) chooses to overcommit resources, some clients would
get less than the bundle they paid for.
If the headroom is too small and there
is resource pressure, this underprovisioning will be felt by the client in the
form of reduced performance, and
the illusion of a fixed bundle will dissipate.
Extending the current absolute SLA
language to several tiers reduces only
some of the headroom. To eliminate
headroom completely, providers must
resort to prioritization via tiered service levels, guaranteeing clients only
relative QoS. But because relative QoS
requires that clients change their approach, it should be introduced gradually, allowing them to control the risk
to which they agreed to be exposed.
Here is a concrete example of how a
traditional provider might waste its resources and a future provider increase
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utilization of its powered-up servers
and reduce its power costs. Consider
a 4GB physical machine running an
instance that once required 3GB of
memory but now uses only 2GB. A new
client would like to rent an instance
with 2GB. Under the IaaS model, the
new client cannot be accommodated
on this machine; 1GB goes unsold,
and 2GB go unused. With tiered SLAs
and dynamic resources, the first client
can temporarily reduce its holdings to
2GB, and the provider can rent 2GB to
the new client. If conflicts arise later
due to a shortage of memory, the provider can choose how much memory
to rent to each client on the basis of
economic considerations. No memory
goes unused, and no extra physical
server has to be booted.
The RaaS Cloud
We have outlined the distinct trends
operating in IaaS clouds, along with
the economic forces governing them.
Their combined effect is leading to a
qualitative transformation of the IaaS
cloud into what we call the RaaS cloud.
The following is our view of the RaaS
cloud, along with possible steps on the
path to its realization:
Trading in fine-grain resources. A
RaaS cloud machine defines the rules
and mechanisms of an economic resource-trading environment, in which
the economic entities operate:
Seed virtual machine. In RaaS
clouds, the client, upon admittance,
purchases a seed virtual machine with
a minimal initial amount of dedicated
resources. All other resources needed
for efficient intended operation of
the virtual machine are continuously
rented. This combination of resource
rental schemes—pre-purchasing and
multiple on-demand levels—benefits
clients with flexibility of choice.
Fine-grain resources. Resources
available for rent include CPU, RAM,
and I/O, as well as special resources
(such as computational accelerators
like GPGPUs, FPGAs, and flash devices). CPU capacity is sold on a hardware-thread basis or even as number
of cycles per unit of time; RAM is sold
on the basis of memory frames; I/O is
sold on the basis of subsets of I/O devices with associated I/O bandwidth
and latency guarantees. Such devices
include network interfaces and block

In the RaaS cloud,
providers leverage
the variable
willingness of
clients to pay a
certain price for
resources at a given
moment (as can be
expressed by bids)
to decide which
client gets which
resource.

interfaces. Accelerators are sold as
I/O devices and as CPUs. A subset of
an I/O device may be presented to the
virtual machine as a direct-assigned
single-root input/output virtualization virtual function (SF-IOV VF)14 or
as an emulated4 or para-virtual device.
A dynamic price tag is attached to every resource. Resource rental contracts are set for a minimal fixed period that need not coincide with the
repricing period. The host may offer
the guest machines renewal of their
rental contracts at the same price for
an additional fixed period.
Host economic coordinator. To facilitate continuous trading, the provider’s
cloud software includes an economic
coordinator representing the provider’s interests. It operates an economic
mechanism that defines the resourceallocation and billing mechanism—
which client gets which resources at
what price. Several auctions have been
proposed to such ends by, for example, Agmon Ben-Yehuda et al. for the
RaaS cloud,2 as well as Chun and Culler,8 Kelly,21 Lazar and Semret,22 Lubin
et al.,23 and Waldspurger et al.37 In addition, the coordinator may act as a
clearing house and support a secondary market of computing resources
inside the physical machine, as SpotClouds does for fixed-bundle virtual
machines and Kash et al.20 proposed
for the wireless spectrum.
Guest economic agent. To take part
in auctions or trade, clients’ virtual
machines must include an economic
agent representing the client’s business interests. It rents the necessary resources—given current requirements,
load, and costs—at the best possible
prices, from either the provider or its
neighbors—virtual machines co-located on the same physical machine,
possibly belonging to different clients.
When demand outstrips supply, the
agent changes its bidding strategy (in
cases where the provider runs an auction) or negotiates with neighbor machines’ agents, mediating between the
client’s requirements and the resources available in the system, ultimately
deciding how much to offer to pay for
each resource at a given time.
Subletting. Clients can secure resources early and sublet them later if
they no longer need them. Resource
securing can be done either by actively
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renting resources long term or by negotiating a future contract with the
host. Either way, resource subletting
lays the ground for resource futures
markets among clients. Clients can
sublet to other clients on the same
physical machine using infrastructure
provided by the host’s coordinator;
the clients agree to redivide resources
among them and inform the coordinator, which transfers the local resources from one guest to another, as Hu et
al.19 did for bandwidth resources. In
addition to trading with a limited number of neighbors, clients can sublet excess resources to anyone in the form
of nested full virtual machines,6 a concept now gaining support. Examples
of secondary compute-resource trade
exist in the Amazon EC2 Reserved Instance Marketplace,t in CloudSigma’s
reseller option,u in Deutsche Börse’s
vendor-neutral cloud marketplace,v in
CME Group’s plans for an IaaS commodity Exchange,w and in Docker,
which resells EC2’s resources with
added value.x The subletting option
reduces the risk for clients who commit in advance to rent resources. It
also partially relieves the provider
from having to manage retail sales
while improving utilization and possibly increasing revenue through
seller fees.y Allowing clients to sublet
can also be viewed as a loss leader (a
feature that attracts clients by reducing their financial risk).
Legacy clients. IaaS providers can
introduce RaaS capabilities gradually,
without forcing clients to change their
business logic. Legacy clients without
an economic agent can still function
in the RaaS cloud as they do in an IaaS
cloud. They simply rent large RaaS seed
machines serving as IaaS instances.
IaaS virtual machines function in a
RaaS cloud as well as they do in an IaaS
cloud. However, to realize the RaaS
benefits of vertical elasticity and reduced costs, clients must adapt.
Prioritized service levels. The economic mechanisms in the RaaS cloud
determine various aspects of the relative service levels:
Priorities for headroom only. In
the RaaS cloud, each client gets an
absolute guarantee (for receiving resources and for price paid) only for its
minimal consumption, which is constant in time although individually
82
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In the RaaS cloud,
virtual machines
never know the
precise amount
of resources that
will be available to
them at any given
moment.
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set. Additional resources are provided
on a priority basis at market prices.
A risk-averse client can pre-pay for a
larger amount of constant resources,
trading low cost for peace of mind.
From the provider’s point of view, the
aggregate constant consumption provides a steady income source. Only resources that might go unused—headroom—are allocated on the basis of
market competition.
Vertical elasticity. RaaS clients are offered on-the-fly, fine-grain, fine-timed
vertical elasticity for each instance—
the ability to expand and shrink the
resource consumption of each virtual
machine. The resources required for
vertical elasticity are limited by the
physical resources in a single machine,
because migrating running virtual machines between physical machines is
likely to remain less efficient than dynamically balancing available resources between virtual machines coexisting
on the same physical machines. Hence,
to enable a client to vertically upscale a
virtual machine during peak-demand
times, the additional resources must
be taken from a neighbor.
In the RaaS cloud, providers leverage the variable willingness of clients
to pay a certain price for resources at
a given moment (as can be expressed
through bids) to decide which client
gets which resource. Market forces
thus dictate the constantly changing
prices of resources as well as their allocation. In effect, the RaaS cloud provider does the opposite of Robin Hood
by taking from the poor and giving to
the rich.
A few good neighbors. The RaaS virtual machine’s vertical elasticity is
determined through a market mechanism by its neighbors’ willingness to
pay. The neighbors also determine the
cost of the elastic expansion. Due to
the inherent inefficiencies of live virtual machine migration, RaaS clouds
must include an algorithm for placing client virtual machines on physical machines. This algorithm should
achieve the right mixture of clients
with different SLAs on each physical machine in the cloud, such that
high-priority clients always have lowpriority clients besides themselves
to provide them with greater capacity
when their demand peaks. Low-paying clients can use the high-paying cli-
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ents’ leftover resources when they do
not need them, keeping the provider’s
machines constantly utilized. Another
objective of the allocation algorithm
is to allow low-priority clients enough
aggregate resources for their needs.
A low-priority client is thus expected
to tolerate a temporary loss of service
every so often, but if the physical resources are strictly less than the mean
demand, such a client would never get
enough resources to make meaningful progress. To retain low-priority clients, the placement algorithm must
thus provide them enough resources
to make (some) progress.
Full house. The RaaS provider also
influences the QoS the RaaS client experiences by limiting the “maximal
possible aggregate demand” for physical resources on the machine. Demand
can be limited by controlling the number of virtual machines per physical
machine and the maximal vertical elasticity to which each virtual machine is
entitled. When the “maximal possible
aggregate demand” is less than the supply, resources are wasted, but all virtual
machines can freely expand. When the
“maximal possible aggregate demand”
exceeds supply, clients are less likely
to succeed in vertical expansion when
they need it or might be forced to pay
more for the same expansion. RaaS
clients are thus willing to pay more to
be hosted in a physical machine with
lower “maximal possible aggregate demand.” This trade-off encourages RaaS
providers to expose information about
the aggregate demand and supply on
the physical machine to its clients.
Implications, Challenges,
Opportunities
The RaaS cloud gives rise to a number
of implications, challenges, and opportunities for providers and clients alike
that did not exist in markets involving
entire virtual machines.3,28,32,33,39 Broadly speaking, the new research areas can
be divided into two categories: technical mechanisms and policies.
The RaaS cloud requires new mechanisms for allocating, metering, charging for, reclaiming, and redistributing
CPU, memory, and I/O resources among
multiple untrusted, not-necessarily
cooperative clients every few seconds.2
These mechanisms must be efficient
and reliable. In particular, they must be

resistant to side-channel attacks from
malicious clients.31 Hardware mechanisms are a must for fine-grain resource
metering in the RaaS cloud.
The RaaS cloud requires new system software and new applications.
Operating systems and applications
are generally written under the assumption their underlying resources
are fixed and always available. In the
RaaS cloud, virtual machines never
know the precise amount of resources
that will be available to them at any
given moment. The software running
on those virtual machines must therefore adapt to changing resource availability and exploit whatever resources
the software has, when it has them.
Assume a client application just got
an extra 2Gbps of networking bandwidth at a steal of a price but only for
one second. To use it effectively, as
it is available, all the software layers,
including the operating system, runtime layer, and application, must be
aware of it.
The RaaS cloud requires efficient
methods of balancing resources within
a single physical machine while accounting for the various guaranteed
service levels. Bottleneck resource allocation11,13,16 is a step toward allocation
of resource bundles but still requires
an algorithm for setting the system
share to which each client is entitled.
Resource balancers are most efficient when guest machines with different service levels are co-located on the
same physical server. Workload balancers, which balance resources across
entire cloud data centers, will need to
consider the flexibility and SLA of virtual machines in addition to the current considerations—static resource
requests only.
Under dynamic conditions, the
intra-machine RaaS mechanisms will
quickly respond to flexibility needs,
holding the fort until the slower live
migration can take place. However,
live migration must take place to mitigate resource pressure on the most
stressed machines, allowing clients to
vertically expand. Large IaaS providers
apparently manage without live migration,31 as the high rate of initialization
and shutdown of virtual machines
makes the initial balancer effective
enough. However, the fine time granularity of the changes in the RaaS cloud

means live migration will be required
more often. The RaaS cloud will thus
require efficient methods for live migration of virtual machines and for
network virtualization.
On the policy side, the RaaS cloud
requires new economic models for
deciding what to allocate, when to allocate it, and at what prices.9 Ideally,
these models should optimize the provider’s revenue or a social welfare function, a function of the benefit of all
clients. The clients may measure their
benefit in terms of starvation, latency,
or throughput, but the mechanisms
should optimize the effect of these metrics on the welfare of the clients by, say,
maximizing the sum of client benefits
or minimizing the unhappiness of the
most unsatisfied client.
These new economic models
should also recognize that resources
may complete or substitute for one
another in different ways for different
clients. For one client, resources could
be economic complements. If, for each
thread the application requires 1GB
RAM and one core, a client renting
2GB and two cores will be interested in
adding bundles of 1GB and one core.
For another client, resources might be
economic substitutes; every additional GB allows the application to cache
enough previous results to require one
less core. So when cores are expensive,
a client renting 2GB and two cores will
be able to release one core and rent another GB instead.
These allocation and pricing mechanisms should be incentive compatible;
truth telling regarding private information should be a good course of action for clients so the provider can easily optimize resource allocations. The
mechanisms should also be collusionresistant: a virtual machine should not
suffer if several of the virtual machines
it is co-located with happen to belong
to the same client. Like approximation
algorithms for multi-unit auctions,10,36
they should be computationally efficient at large scale, so addressing the
resource-allocation problem does not
become prohibitive.
The mechanisms should preserve
client privacy, as well as minimize
the waste incurred by using a distributed mechanism. Moreover, in order
to work in the real world, economic
mechanisms must accommodate re-
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alistic client willingness to pay, which
is a function of clients’ performance
measurements. The mechanism must
support such measured functions,
which are not necessarily mathematically nice and regular; in particular,
they may contain steps.27 Another
real-world demand is simplicity. If researchers combined some of the ideas
mentioned here to create a cumbersome mechanism with satisfactory theoretical qualities, that would still not
guarantee its acceptance by the market
of providers and their clients.
Conclusion
Making the RaaS cloud a reality requires solving problems spanning
everything from game theory and economic models to system software and
architecture. The onus is on the cloudcomputing research community to
lead the way, building the mechanisms
and policies that will make the RaaS
cloud a reality.
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